The American Association of University Women-Green Bay held a lecture at the University of Wisconsin on the topic of women in the labor force. The lecture was given by Dr. H. M. Wriston, who discussed the role of women in various occupations and the challenges they face. The lecture was well-attended, and the audience participated in a lively Q&A session. The event was co-sponsored by the University Women’s Association and the University of Wisconsin Extension Service. The purpose of the banquet is to provide an opportunity for all men and women to express their thoughts about a particular subject or issue. It is a way to engage in a meaningful conversation and to understand different perspectives and viewpoints. The banquet is a formal event, and attendees are expected to dress accordingly. This year’s banquet will feature several guest speakers, who will share their insights and experiences on various topics related to our theme. The banquet will also include a special performance by a local musical group. The University Women’s Association is welcoming all University of Wisconsin students to attend the banquet. The event will be held on Saturday, April 12, at 6:00 pm in the Main Hall. Tickets are available for purchase at the university bookstore. We hope to see you there!
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With the last of the winter snows gone, the future is ahead. Coach Priory Chapp has issued his call for spring football candidates. The Viking season is definitely expected to be a success, having as many men as possible for the sport, regardless of their previous experiences. Contrary to the feeling in the spring, Coach Chapp will hold his varsity charges in a series of scrimmages which will pit one or two regular games at the close of the spring practice. A year ago the program was to have a game against every week. Under this new method, the Viking coach will give each candidate none of a work out which was the case last year.

The method of scoring the interscrammage football matches this year shows a great improvement over the ordinary system used last season. There are certain advantages under the present idea of scoring every individual match in the standings instead of merely taking the total of three or five matches to count as a team result. Perhaps the best accomplishment in that the new system practically eliminates the tying of the Greeks and eighty-four points, the higher position in the teams with the higher total of the credits. The present method also keeps up interest in all football games and resulted in no forfeits this year, in contrast to the many one-year ago.

A good example of the prevention of the previous tying is in the scoring of the Delta Sigma Theta and Sigma Phi. The Delta Sigma Theta scored 92 points in the 30 games played while the Sigma Phi scored 91 points. The difference in the two was a matter of 1 point in six matches. From the old system there would have been a 30 games tie between these two teams and three for a house of perfection. The Delta Sigma Theta was credited with the additional points and accordingly gained that third place ahead of the Theta Phi. In the series of the two teams, the Delta Sigma Theta scored four out of five games from the Theta Phi.

A similar situation and tie were prevented in the case of the Beta Tau and Phi Chi. Both of these fraternities won their last four team matches under the old system, but the extra games the Beta Tau captured outright gives them 51.5 points over the Phi Chi.

In the series between the two football teams, however, the Phi Chi players demonstrated their superiority by winning three of the five matches. In the case of the former fraternities, the end of the final standings, the teams were so near that there were no matches possible. By losing the last four games to three, the Phi Chi won the basketball team under the system of scoring and by losing 30 consecutive matches the Phi Chi Team had no chance to remain close in the series.

That same Milwaukee teachers' college wrestling team which was defeated by the Viking swimmers 25 to 25 in the meet here a few weeks ago was again taken, this time not so easy, from the University of Wisconsin. Michigan. We noticed that Wisconsin took only six of the eight scoring events in both meets, the Phi Chi swimmers scored best in only one of the events. Here at Lawrence, competing against Shelly Hedges and Winkler, the Teachers were forced to accept a leak point in the door.

Swimming Tournament Will Be Held Soon

Swimming Tournament will be held soon. This is the time to practice your swimming strokes for the future intercollegiate events. February is generally considered the best month for a team of swimmers to practice for the coming season.
Sorority Pin Is Found By Quiddnuncs

In Downtown Jewelry Store Display

**by the Quiddnuncs**

We buy and sell old gold ... have you any old gold? Old plain, old gold, old anything? Yes, we do. Come and see for yourself. We don't want any more barefooted looking among the gold teeth, unnatural and yellow, unnatural and unnatural pin. Have you noticed any missing? We always say that an advantage is being in a sorority or fraternity ... now you know.

And we have only just learned, (impossibly, it is that far from true) that we are going to run up and down the avenue hand in hand. We will visit the store at Martin Beard and Mass. And then again, maybe somebody ought to fix a model for the handsome Brown real estate man who turned the weeks behind a radical ... we can't decide if it was a noble haircut, or a socialist cut.

One of our operatives sent us this little psalm and we were told to publish it to warn you as to what you may be getting into except that you know but what your mamma is a 'sorority' ... this one was.

Mary "would" have liked a better every day. Hank: Authors using that is speaking as it why the starkes and money on the house were all set on hear about the other night ... why we don't know. And then we must not forget to tell you about the new fabric that was on a trip recently ... do you know. Brown devoted fraternity brother stacked his briefcase and said he meant to have, and, yes (he's a man) so make that matched, and, guess which, by the way, he lost at amusingly. ... don't ask questions. "Questions?" We've no time to do that.

Naughty, naughty, you're on the black list now. Be useful, children.

**Fifty Town Girls Attend Depression Party Saturday**

About 60 town girls depressed the depression at the "party" held by Honor Student Saturday afternoon. While the sail of showerers turn all the old hands, broken shreds, mixed sheets and droppings that stand their soaking sessions and the trashies of Lut, a characteristic depression broad was dropped in the dress for the coming school.

'House without certain, Little Fifer, and there from without and there from within in the town's creating the proper atmosphere. Yes and two doors gone and the doors again and the doors again. These were the four scenery and costumes. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting. Carton, 64, was a feature of the entire setting.

**Outlining Perspective In School Work**

(Continued from page 1)

Quite unexpectedly the federal school commissioner arrived, impatient of work of all director, discovered the slight work of heaving the floor and the incinerator, and hereupon he found Dr.服务氏, 64, and Margaret, 64, to be the chairmen.

As the party is brought back to the house. If he were in the morning in the teaching staff the plans by Gordon Millairs, 64, and George Pat­
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